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Intro duc tion
In research conducted by Terry (1974), it was found
that children in Illinois had been exposed to very little
poetry and almost no poem writing in school.

However

t

one

does not need to be a poet in order to appreciate poetry and
use it.

It could be argued that pupils at any age level with

the encouragement from the teacher can be successful at writing poetry.
There is a need for poetry as a life fullfillment at
all age levels.rhrough poetry we can tell others who we are
and become more conscious of ourselves.

Children need to know

that poetry is a way of responding to something very real in
their lives.
selves.

Children have to experiment with language them-

They must internalize in their way how to use words

to express ideas.
Carol Fishner (1975) says children must go through a
period of "messing about with words and forms" (p. 2).

They

should be provided with experiences to use language in spontaneous ways, and poetry is one way to achieve this.
Poetry can. therefore, be considered an intregal part
of the curriculum in the classroom.

Children can learn to

have a greater understanding of their world through poetry.
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Peck (1976) states the following:
Like good conversation, poetry should
talk to children. It should communicate;
inspire. provoke, inform, tell of things
that were, things that never will be,
things that someday might be. (p. 9)
Poetry is communication in the broadest sense of the word.
It should convey feeling and be a personal expression of
the individual.
Yet, some children are rarely exposed to poetry.

It

is no wonder, then, that even in higher levels of education
negative attitudes exist with regard to the study of poetry.
R. M. Kidder (1973) speaks of students who study poetry
in their first years of college as being beset by one problem-their fear and lack of confidence and unwillingness to
venture into poetry unless compelled to do so.

Dorothy G.

Hennings (1972) of Newark State College confirms this notion
as she tells about her thirty juniors who were asked to write
an impression of snow as a short poem.

"Shock, disbelief,

I can't do-it-approach showed on their faces" (p. 1149).
Because of the fact that they had been conditioned to do what
the teacher said, Hennings noted that they picked up their
pens only to stare at their papers.
One wonders how often this scene is repeated in the
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elementary classrooms, with teachers being very upset with
these students who cannot 860m to put their thoughts down
on paper.

Why do we continue to teach poetry?

students seem to dislike it?
anxious to teach it?

Why do

Why are teachers not overly

David Verble (1973) responds in part

to these questions:
We are working on faith--a faith
that grows out of the times we have
spent alone re-reading our favorite
poems. We read poetry not because
it is difficult, but because it has
in it more information about the
essentials of being human than any
other form of expression. (p. 19)
Students must understand that poetry is not something that
belongs to another world, that it is part of their everyday
lives.
Helping students change their attitude about poetry
must first of all begin with the teacher.

Poetry should be

relevant, worthwhile and interesting for students.
many teachers teach poetry for purposes of analysis.

However,
They

coninue to ask, "What does this mean?" or "What images do
you see from the poem?"

In other words, they seem to be

ripping the poem apart.

Deborah D. Mabbott (1972) states:

What is important is discussing a
poem, not dissecting it. Use an
inverted pyramid method when discussing poetry--work slowly down
from generalization to specifics,
whenever specifics are considered
important enough to be explored. (po 566)
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Teachers often seem to make inappropriate selections
of poetry for children and present it in inappropriate ways.
John E. Davis (1977) states that "children who have experienced
all of Hiawatha, The Children's Hour, or Barefoot Boy with
Cheeks of Tan, have possibly developed a negative attitude
toward poetry." (p. 3).

These poems are far too advanced

for elementary age children with the last two being examples
of adults reminiscing about childhood.
Many teachers feel that the poem has one meaning and
that it is unchangeable.

Students react negatively to the

feeling that their interpretation is never right if it does
not match the teacher's interpretation.

Often new meanings

are discovered within a poem each time it is read.
Teachers also have a tendency to want to test students
on poetry read.

If poetry is presented that appeals to the

child, he will probably want to memorize it; but memorization
should be something he wants to do not something he is forced
to do.

Deborah D. Mabbott (1972) states:
Memorization defeats the purpose of
poetry--which is to be read, enjoyed
and contemplated. Evaluation based
soley on memorization is a most ineffective way to discover what students
learn from poetry. (p. 565)
What problems are faced by teachers who want to teach

poetry but do not know how?

The purpose of this project
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is to identify these problems and to develop a guide for
teachers to use in their classrooms at the elementary level
which will encourage the appreciation and understanding of
poetry by children.
Carl LeFevre (1972) believes, "Appreciation of the
sound of the English language--its rhythms, tunes, and
patterns--is the key to enjoyment of literature" (p. 262).
Peck (1976) adds "Poetry is the simplest form of literature"
(p. 7).

A sound curriculum in poetry, therefore. can stimulate

the imagination and help children experience ideas which
are enriching for them.
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Problem Statement
The purpose of this project is to aid the classroom
teacher in exposing children to poetry through a curriculum
guide with enabling activities which will encourage children
to develop an appreciation and understanding of poetry.
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Definitions of Terms
Terms from Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, G. & C.
Merriam Company, 1977.
Children and Their Art, Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1970.
appreciation--to recognize with gratitude
to have a sensitive awareness of aesthetic
values
to have an expression of admiration
attitude--a feeling or emotion one has regarding poetry
creative behavior--that which is spontaneous, natural
and uninhibited
that which is fluent in ideas expressed
that which is curious and eager
that which is open to new experiences
literature--writings in prose or verse
writings having excellance of form or expression
and expressing ideas of permanent or universal
interest
poetry--writing that formulates a concentrated imaginative
awareness of experience in language chosen and
arranged to create a specific emotional response
through meaning, sound, and rhythm
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Review of qelated Literature
A review of the current literature revealed information
in three general areas related to the teaching of poetry.

These

areas are: methods for teaching poetry, research studies related to the teaching of poetry, and innovative programs designed
to bring poetry into the schools.

A summary of this literature

is included in this section.
Methods for Teaching Poetry
Robert L. Stallman (1974) states that what school is
all about is change.

Educators must learn to change their

minds and the best way to accomplish this is through experience.
To do so, one must experience something other than symbols.
In his teaching of poetry, Stallman attempts to bring
such change.

He selects three groups of poems which he judges

as effective, ineffective. and some as "in between."

Students

read the poems carefully and select those that appeal to them
and those that do not appeal to them.

They then report to the

rest of the class why they liked or disliked the poems.

The

students react to the poems as honestly as possible. not being
afraid to be "right" or "wrong."

Stallman believes this approach

to teaching lets him know where to begin and how the students'
minds work.

His method of teaching poetry does not allow a

young person to feel as though he was wrong in responding to
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an unfamiliar poem.

This is based on the belief that "there

can be no progress until the subject feels his own response
will be honored." (p. 39).
Another method of teaching poetry is that of using
the "close technique" with every fifth word omitted.

Students

rely on whatever clues they can find and can ask another
student for an answer.

Robert A. Blanc (1977) states that

this method avoids the over-analysis of poems and leads to
independence in the thinking process, as well as involvement
with other students.

Blanc does

comme~t

on vocabularYf style,

and formal grammar in his teaching methods.

Through using

this technique, the interchange among stUdents is rated
extremely high.
Kathleen Toomey (1973) experimented with a course
she entitles, "Exploring. Experimenting and Explicating
Contemporary Poetry" (p. 59) which centers on oral reading,
oral interpretation. and the composing of themes synthesizing
the insight learned in the process.

In this method students

read many poems and then select a poet that attracts them.
Accompanied by slides, music, or other media, a line by line
interpretation of the poem follows.

This is taped and time

is then set up with the instructor in which positive and
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negative aspects of the presentation are noted.

The final

step is the writing of a paper about the author which relates
him to the school of poetry with which he is closely associated.
Students who complete the course write about their readings
with insight and enthusiasm.
David Verble (1973) suggests lOa process of exploration
called 'expanding poems,

I

whereby the students can bring

information received about a poem's communication to the
conscious level" ( p. 25).

The student reads a poem at least

twice, the poem is also read aloud by the teacher.

After

the student reads the poem, Verble makes note of the student's
response.

Verble asks the following four questions in his

technique of involving students with poetry:

1)

How did you feel after you read
the poem?

2)

What was going on in the poem that
made you respond as you did?
What were the important things in
the language of the poem that influenced the feeling you got from
the poem?

4)

What do vou make of all you've found
and felt~in this poem? (p. 2?)

Verble also states it is vital to have the proper attitude
in reading or teaching poems.
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I have been trying to communicate my
belief that poetry cannot be alive in
the classroom unless it is approached
as a living. breathing. active thing.
The poem is a part of the student's
life or it has no life. (p. 30)
Pauline C. Peck (1976) reports that, although all
poems do not need to rhyme, young children are more attracted to those that do rhyme because they are exposed more
frequently to poems of that nature.

In teaching the writing

of poetryr one might have to give children a beginning.

By giving children two lines that need a rhyming word for
completion, children can be on their way to writing by
supplying more words than the obvious rhyming ones.

Teachers

should accept all answers, whether they rhyme or make sense,
as this gives the student a positive attitude toward poetry.
Peck also states that children should not be forced to take
part in the writing of poetry.
Richard Fricks (1973) states that in order for a student
to write he must trust the teacher and honor the teacher's
suggestions.

Students need to learn that they should say

what they have to say in the fewest number of words as possible.
A teacher should not over-edit nor threaten the student's
sincerity.

The student should also be given models to follow.
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Fricks notes that it is more important to spend time on
adequate and excellent models than to spend time on rules,
style, or metrics.

Frick believes teachers should teach

students to look at the poems and to see how they are constructed and how they work.

He confirms, "The 'deduction

process' may seemingly be slower, but it is deeper and more
thorough" (p. 193) to understand the nature of a poem
than strictly following rules and writing a poem.
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Research Studies Related to the Teaching of Poetry
Many different strategies have been conducted, each,
attempting to develop and hold children's interest in poetry.
These techniques have been successful in encouraging positive
attitudes towards the development of poetrv.
Charles Schnaefer (197S) gave seventy children a
questionnaire asking them what were some of the things teachers could do to get children to write poetry.

The students

recommended that teachers make poetry fun by not testinge
providing ample time for the writing of poetry in class, and
exposing them to poetry.

When the same students were asked

if they felt rules restricted their expression, thirty-five
percent answered in the affirmative.

~he

students expressed

that restrictions were placed on topics, words, grammar,
spelling, and time.

They reported that they felt it necessary

to conform to the teacher's opinion, and they also felt the
teacher complained too much about the noise while the students
were trying to write.
Phyllis and Bernard Shapiro (1975) designed two alternative experimental

pro~rams

for poetry writing.

Each program

consisted of fifteen half-hour sessions. the sessions to be
given three times a week for five weeks.

During the program

there were six occasions in which the children had an opportunity
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to write original poems.

The free approach attempted to

encourage the writing of poetry arranged around selected
elements.
teacher.

In .this method poetry was read aloud by the
The seventy poems included in the fifteen lessons

were heterogeneous in terms of style. content. and form.
The semi-structured lessons used a different strategy.

Each

of these lessons consisted of a sequence of carefully planned
group and individual activities which focused on the five
senses; the activities were planned to increase facility
with words and to develop divergent means of self-expression.
The subjects for these programs were pupils in the fourth
grade in a middle class suburban school who were asked if
they wished to participate by their teachers.

The data re-

vealed that, in terms of the children's ability to write
poetry. the semi-structured lessons appeared to have been
more effective than the free lesson approach.

The study

also revealed that poetry lessons should have a variety of
language activities in addition to the reading and writing
of poems.

The study further supported the notion that there

is no single best method of teaching poetry.
Ann Terry (1974) analyzed fourth. fifth, and sixth
graders' response to one hundred poems. She found the
following elements in the poems that were liked and disliked

l~

by the children:
Liked

Disliked

humorous poems

sentimental or serious poems

rhythm, rhyme, sound

imagery and figurative language

contemporary poems

unfamiliar experiences

familiar poems

traditional poems

narrative poetry

free verse

limericks

haiku

familiar experiences, animals
It is important that teachers know what children enjoy
hearing. as these elements may motivate them to learn more
a~out

poetry.
Two other studies indicated that children's interest

in certain poems is affected by what the teacher likes to
read.

Coast (1928) examined the poems that a group of teachers

liked and preferred to read.

These poems were the same ones

chosen by children as their favorites.

Torn (1969) made a

survey to find out what poems were read to children in
fourth through sixth grade.

The results of six hundred

questionnaires from five states showed that the majority
of the forty-one most popular poems were in narrative form
and all but four were written before 1928.

The poems Tom

found most often read by the teachers were: "Paul Revere's
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Ride", "Casey at the Bat", "Little Orphan Annie", "Fog",
"rhe Village Cilacksmi th", "Hiawatha",

";~y

from St. Nicholas". and "Stopping by the
Evening" .

Shadow". "A. Visit
~'Voods

on a Snowy
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Innovative Programs Designed to Bring Poetry into the Schools
Many innovative programs used to teach poetry in the
classrooms have motivated students and have been proven
successful.

One must keep in mind the age level and

background of the students in exposing them to poetry.
rhe Poet-in-the-Schools Program used in schools since
1966 offers thousands of students opportunities to speak
with poets about their craft.

This program has developed

from a pilot project in five urban communities involving
thirty poets to a national movement in fifty states involving
over one thousand writers in 1974.
In Congers. New York, under a mini-grant for career
education, a program was established for fifth graders to
meet people in fields of work which are generally considered
to be outside the child's everyday realm of experience.
Since the program was connected with a career education
unit, a weaver-dyer, nurse, advertising manager, folksinger,
and poet were employed to develop activities for these seventyeight fifth graders.

The poet taught three classes a day for

six and one-half days and held workshops for teachers.

Under

the poet's direction, the children wrote poetry and compiled
an anthology of their own works.

Poet-in-the-school Bill

Wertheim (1976) expressed the belief that children's self-
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respect can be enhanced as a result of programs such as
this and that children can begin to develop a more valid
view of the world.

He also believed that through their

poetry. the children can create their own words, vocabularies,
and world.

The evaluation in questionnaire form was dis-

tributed to students and parents at the end of the sessions
and indicated the poet was ranked highest of all the guest
speakers.

The Parent Teacher Association voted to support

the program by setting aside funds for another poet in
residence for three third grades the following year.

Wertheim,

described his work with the children in a letter saying:
They are alert, perceptive, intelligent, and sensitive and gave me as
much or more feedback than I had
expected. They will certainly benefit
from continued creative projects. of
whatever nature. (p. 7)
In a follow-up study, the pupils have continued to write
poetry; they had tried many new forms including sonnets, haiku,
cinquain. and free verse.
Norma Courtney (1973) has used the multi-media approach
in teaching poetry for four years with her ninth graders.

This

project used pictures, films. filmstrips, or student made films
to interpret the meaning of poetry.

A musical background was

employed to interpret rhythm and mood of the poetry.

The
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students work in pairs or alone and are instructed not to
read any poetry in which they have little interest.

At the

beginning of each period, poetic techniques are discussed.
Evaluation is conducted by the teacher. in conjunction with
students, utilizing a checklist developed by the teacher.
Students appear to be fair and candid in critiquing each
other's work.

Courtney reported students now at Penn Senior

High have come back with notebooks full of poetry written
since this project took place.
Jean Bressler (1978) confirms that acting out a poem
is another excellent way to expose children to poetry.

Students

can be divided into groups and,asked to select a poem.

Using

dioramas as background scenery and other visual aids, the
total involvement of every student can be achieved.
entire class works with the poem at first.

The

Students are to

brainstorm as to what creative ideas would be appropriate for
the particular poem selected.

One must keep in mind that with

this approach the poem should contain plot line and vivid imagery.
In the high school area steps are being taken to expose
students to poetry through music.

By employing the songs of

the Beatles. Bob Dylan, Paul Simon, and Peter, Paul and Mary,
teens can relate to poetry.

Barbieri (1974) states that the

understanding of how to read poetry can be enhanced by worns
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with popular music.

Students are given a poem in which they

list the positive and negative associations they have about
the poem.
age group.

They then listen to a record popular with their
Students then define what subject they are

talking about.

In addition to this method, vocabulary develop-

ment is stressed, as students discover various parts of speech
in the songs.
Interpreting poetry through expressive movement has
also been successful in the elementary schools.

As students

enact the words of the poem, they can feel the rhythm and
mood which can make the experience more meaningful to them.
Students can also plan their own dance compositions and explore poems in their own individual style.

John Ciardi states:

A poet thinks with his senses,
his nerve endings, his whole
body. He feels what he thinks. (p. 498)
Research has indicated poetry should be an intregal
part of the curriculum.

When approached properly, employing

various new methods and teaching styles, poetry can become
an enjoyable and creative experience for children in the
elementary school.
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Procedures
rhe purpose of this project is to devise a guide which
will enahle teachers in the elementary school to expose children to poetry_

Hopefully, this guide will encourage students

to understand. appreciate, and write poetry.
Affective, cognitive, and psychomotor objectives will
be written with enabling activities designed to meet criteria
stated in the objectives.

Through these objectives. students

will become familiar with various styles of poetry and write
samples of each, as well as participate in creative endeavors.
The guide will be designed so that teachers can proceed
in a sequential manner in the teaching of writing and appreciating poetry.

The specific enabling strategies in the guide will

include:
poetry books available at school library
small group interaction sessions
large group interaction sessions
hand-out materials
role playing simulations
records
films
rhe guide will be implemented for a six week period in
the third grades at Love Grove Elementary School.

This grade
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level was selected since by this time
acquired a basic foundation in
engage in new experiences.

stude~ts

readin~

should have

and may be willing to

Fifty-five students will participate

in this project. twenty-five of whom are in an "accelerated"
class, that is scoring above the sixty-eighth percentile on
the Stanford Achievement Test.

The remaining thirty students

are in heterogeneous classes. that is scoring between the
fortieth and sixty-eighth percentile on the Stanford Achievement Test, all reading on third grade level.
An interest survey will be given to the students before
the guide is implemented as well as at the end of the six
week period regarding their opinions and knowledge of poetry.
The affective behavior as exhibited by students will also be
measured hy the teachers using
such on a form.

i~formal

observations and noting

In addition, a checklist for teachers will

be devised in order to evaluate the guide as to its usefulness
in the teaching of poetry.
~iven

There will be no pre or post test

on poetic techniques to the st1ldents. as research indicates

this may inhibit the spontanuity and enjoyment of poetry.

2)

Preface
Research has shown that children prefer poems which
rhyme, are humorous, speak of familiar experiences, feature
animals, and are contemporary.

Although limericks are also

favored by children it is often very difficult for them to
compose because of the meter and rhyme pattern involved.
ever, they can be listened to and enjoyed.

How-

Haiku poetry and

poems of a serious nature do not appear to be favorites of
children, but are included in this guide for those students
who wish to attempt this endeavor.

Teachers may substitute

poems mentioned in this guide for others they feel suitable
to meet the objectives.
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Objectives

1.

The student will participate in the writing of
a group poem using the technique of blank verse.

2.

The student will be able to write rhymed poetry
in the form of a couplet,

3.

The student will become familiar with poetic styles
by writing a cinquain,'

4.

The student will be able to express his conception
of a poem through the medium of pantomime.

S.

The student will be able to create a limerick
illustrating the humorous aspects of poetry.

6.

The student will become familiar with various poetic
styles by writing a haiku poem.

Objective:

rhe student will participate in the writing of a
group poem using the technique of blank verse.

Enabling Activities:
Suggested Activity 1
Read and discuss pp. 154-156 in English is Our Language.
Suggested Activity 2
Film, "ItJhat is Poetry?

II

BFA 1963 9 minutes

Film, "Literature Appreciation: How to Read
Poetry." Coronet 1952 11 minutes
Film~

"Poetry for Beginners."
11 minutes

Coronet 1967

Suggested Activity 3
Task Sheet on feelings. This will aid in the
development of the group poem.
Suggested Activity 4
An approach borrowed from Kenneth Kock (1970), is
the collaboration in which students do not write a poem, only a
sentence.
Start with an experience the class has in common.
If nothing else, start with the weather. Say, "Let's think
about the weather and let's make a wish about it." Continue
on with "Since we are making a wish about the weather, start
your sentence with the words, I wish." Add that since wi$hing
is more fun in technicolor, use a color word somewhere in the
sentence.
Write answers on index ards. Pupils do not sign their
names. Cards are shuffled and collected. The class poem can
now be given a title, "How Third Graders Feel About the Weather."
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Give students an unfinished stem to which each child may respond. Happiness is ... (Other examples might include: love.
hate. school. nonsense. misery. war or intelligence.)
For students who have not mastered the mechanics of handwriting
this entire activity may be accomplished by the teacher writing
the responses on the chalkboard. A copy for each child should
be available the following day.
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Task Sheet on Feelings
Tell how these words make you feel and then draw a picture about
the one you feel strongest in each group.
List five things that make you happy.

Draw your picture here.

List five things that make you sad.

Draw your picture here.

Draw your picture here.
List five things that make you angry.

List five things that make you jealous.

Draw your picture here.
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Objective:
Enablin~

The student will be able to write rhymed poetry
in the form of a couplet.

Activities:

Suggested Activity 1
Read familiar nursery rhymes from anthology book
available in school library. Inquire which poems
are students' favorites and write these on chalkboard.
Suggested Activity 2
Film. "Mother Goose,"

McGraw-Hill 1068 11 minutes

Film, "What is Rhyme,"
Film.

"~vord

Wise,"

BFA 1966 11 minutes

BFA 1976 11 minutes

Suggested Activity 3
Refer to text, English is Our Language.
Rhyming Words p. 171.

rest Four

Suggested Activity 4
Play Starter-uppers Game--Toss out two lines that need
a rhyming word for completion. Accept all answers:as
some will be unrhyming. nonsense, or coined words. What
is important is that the students respond and are
listened to.
Up in a tree,
Sat a buzzy. fuzzy ______

Little fishes in the brook.
Won't you nibble at my _____

I thought I saw a pussy cat.
Sleeping on a yellow
.

Flitter, flutter butterfly.
Soaring in the morning _____

Suggested Activity 5
Play ta-pe or record of It's a Small World," or any
tune popular with children. Children can listen to
the song and then list all rhyming words they hear.
Encourage children to try to make up new lyrics to the
song which also rhyme.
Suggested Activity 6
Task sheet which will aid students in reading, spelling,
and rhyming.
Suggested Activity 7
Show and discuss examples of terse verse by adding an
explanatory title to a pair of rhymed words.
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What the Soldier Said to the King
Fire
Sire
What the Reindeer Said to Santa Claus
Weird
Beard
Write the students' verses on blackboard or chart paper.
Give examples of a couplet (two lines which rhyme) using words
from the task sheet.
As I was walking down the street,
I saw a man with big, bare feet.
The girl with the banana bicycle seat,
Was someone I'd really like to meet.
Man, I can't take this heat,
By the end of the day I'm really beat.
Students will write individual couplets which will be made into
booklet form.
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Task Sheet

See how many rhymes you can find for EAT.

If you really

work hard you may find 20 or more.

Now group the words you have found according to their spelling.

EAr

BEET

PETE

Which spelling of this sound is most common?
Which spelling is very uncommon?
List any sets of words that are homonyms (sound alike)

List any words that you don't know very well.

Find out what each one means and how it is used in a sentence.
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Objective:

The students will become familiar with poetic
styles by writing a cinquain.

Enabling Activities:
Suggested Activity 1
Play association game--These are good stimulators
for the imagination. What color(s) do you see
when you think of ... ?
January
June
Your school
Your best friend
Christmas
Easter
Reverse the thinking--What do you think of when you
hear ... ?
red
green
black and blue
lemon and lime
white
Imagine colors representing words with emotional
meanings such as:
angry
happy
sad
soft
rough
hard
cool
huge
Refer to "Hailstones and Halibut Bones," by Mary O'Neil for
additional activities which develop the ability to envision
colors.
Suggested Activity 2
'Rilm, "Fun with Words: From Words to Sentences,"
Coronet 1970 11 minutes

J2
Film, "Fun with Words: Word Twins," Coronet 1969
11 minutes
Film, "Fun with Words: 1.r{ords That Add Meaning, '.'
Coronet 1969 11 minutes
Suggested Activity 3
Small Group ActivitY--In order to build the student's
vocabulary, have each student select a favorite word.
Students will write a comparison for every other
student on strips of paper. Poems can be made by
arranging. discarding. and adding to the strips of
paper.
Suggested Activity 4
Large Group Activity--Suggest a series of words which
have no connection whatsoever. After placing these in
pairs on the chalkboard. ask to find some likeness
between the words. This activity will stretch the
student's imagination and will build vocabulary.
example--snake ... doorbel1
Refer to "Encouraging Creativity in the Classroom," by E.
Paul Torrence and "A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum.
Grades K-l3: A Handbook for Teachers," by James Moffet for
additional activities.
Suggested Activity S
Review various parts of speech with class.
Nouns (name a person, place. or thing)
Verbs (show action)
Adjectives (describe nouns)
Synonyms (another name for a noun)
Discuss with the class they will be exposed to another type of
poetry called the cinquain. The cinquain follows certain rules.
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

one:
two:
three;
four:
five:

one word title
two words that describe
three words that show action
four word comment
a synonym for the title word
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Examples:

Candle
Bright light
Glowing, shining, sparkling,
Such a pretty sight
Fire.
Merry-go-round
Colorful musical
Turning, whirling, swirling.
reaching for a ring
Fun ride.

Have students identify which of the following two poems follow
the rules for writing a cinquain.
Example One:
Baby
Small pink
Gooing, babbling, gurgling,
A little person
Infant.
Example Two:
Wagon
Big and red
Speeding racer
Wish I had one
Toy
Invite students to write a cinquain
an 'individual achievement.

as a group effort or as
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Objective:

The student will be able to express his conception
of a poem through the medium of pantomime.

Enabling Activities:
Suggested Activity 1
Have students sing or cite jump rope chants as they
dramatize them. This is an excellent way to begin
movement expression and bridge the gap between
language play and poetry.
Example:

Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

dancer,
dancer,
dancer,
dancer,

do the splits, splits, splits,
do the kick, kick, kick,
turn round, round, round,
touch the ground, gr-ound, ground.

Refer to poem, "Snow" on p. 160 in English is Our
Language. Ask the following questions about the poem.
How does a snowflake drift, fast or slow?
Does it drop straight down?
Does it flow down smoothly or with sudden jerks?
Ask for volunteers to dramatize poem. Select other
poems from anthology book which would be suitable to
dramatize.
Suggested Activity 2
Choral Reading--"A Cat Came Fiddling Out of a Barn"
"-rhe Ferryman"
Record 3A: Spoken English to Accompany The Roberts
English Series.
Listen to record for enjoyment. Assign parts for
choral reading. Students may dramatize choral readings
if desired.
Suggested Activity 3
Film, "Music to Tell a Story,"

Aims 1970 9 minutes

3'5

Film, "Movement Exploration,"
22 minutes

Documentary Films 1967

Film,IIWhat Kind of Feet Does a Bear Have?"
Hill 1967 5 minutes

McGraw-

Suggested Activity 4
Read and discuss pp. 78-79, pp. 156-157, in
English is Our Language.
Refer to poem on p. lSg in Snglish is Our Language
entitled, "A Kitten." Allow students to dramatize
poem by dividing them into groups. Let each group
express themselves creatively through movement
exploration. Allow time periods for groups to create
scenery or use other visual aids necessary to make
experience meaningful for them.
The teacher may select other poems for the students
to dramatize which appear to be suitable in meeting
the objective.
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Objective:

The students will be able to create a limerick
illustrating the humorous aspects of poetry.

Enabling Activities:
Suggested Activity 1
Ask students to name some of their favorite Mother
Goose Rhymes and list these on chalkboard. Tell
children that the verses came chiefly from England
and the name Mother Goose from France. Remark that
another type of poetry we will study is the limerick.
Show examples of the limerick using Mother Goose
Rhymes as fun subjects.
Examples:

Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard
To get herself some dinner
But all she found was a diet Tab,
And now she's ten pounds thinner.

Little Miss Muffet
Sat on a tuffet
Eating her chips and dip
Oh dear, though she if I don.' t stop,
I declare my dress will rip.
Tell children that following Mother Goose, Edward
Lear was the next poet to stir laughter in children.
Refer to limericks in Anthology book available from
school library and read limericks to children for
their enjoyment.
Suggested Activity 2
Film, "Wynken. Blynken, and Nod,"

WE

1971

Film, "Mother Goose Stories," Bailey Films

4 minutes
1961 11

~inutes

Suggested Activity 3
Refer to limericks in "Widening Circles," Third Grade
Basal Reader by Edward Lear, pp. 207-208. Teacher's Guide p. 147.
Small Group Activity--Students will attempt to write
a limerick using a Mother Goose Rhyme as a starter or
another beginning of their choice. This may also be
done as an individual achievement if preferred.
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Objective:

The students will become familiar with various
poetic styles by writing a haiku poem.

Enabling Activities:
Suggested Activity I
Task Sheets on syllabrication.
Suggested Activity 2
Introduce the lesson by stating the poems read are
also pictures--word pictures.

As they are read, try to see

the picture the poet is describing.
Read haiku poems on p. 76 in "Ring Around the World,"
Third Grade Basal Reader.
Ask the following questions about poem one.
What does the sky look like?
Who is the person in the poem?
What words tell you about the boy?
Why would a hungry boy forget to eat his supper?
Have you ever been so interested in watching something that you forgot that you were tired, or hungry,
or where ou were, or what you were supposed to be
doing? (Let children explain )
Ask the following questions about poem two.
What two objects are in the scene?
Which one has been destroyed by time?
How does the tree show that it is still alive?
What part of the tree looks like candles?
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Ask the following questions about poem three.
What is in the picture, or poem?
How does the poet feel when he discovers that he too.
is in the poem?
What does he make you hear in the poem?
Why does the poet break up the second line with
three dots?
Ask the following questions about poem

fOUG

What time is it?
What is _in the garden scene?
How are the geese described?
In what way is this poem like the first poem? Like
the second poem?
Explain to the class that the poems they have just read were called
haiku.

Write the word on the chalkboard with the respelling. (hi'koo)

Tell the class you will read some sentences that mayor may not
describe haiku.

They are to raise their hands only when the

sentences describe the poems.

Refer to the poems that illustrate

haiku poetry.
A haiku is long.
A haiku is short.
A haiku describes something.
A haiku tells a story.
A haiku is a picture in words.
A haiku expresses a mood or feeling.
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A haiku makes the reader use his imagination.
A haiku uses rhyming words.
State that in seventeen syllables the wonder, beauty, strangeness, humor, and joy of natural creations can be expressed. Refer
to poems just read and identify the number of syllables for each
word totaling the number of syllables for each line.
List on the chalkboard:
The haiku has
lines.
The first line has _ _ _syllables.
The second line has ____ syllables.
The last line has ___syllables.
Write the following two poems on the chalkboard and have students
identify which poem follows the rules of haiku.
Snowflakes from the sky
Drifting slowly to the ground,
A blanket of white.
A morning rainbow of colors
Near the 'sun and clouds,
Surprises the day for me.
Suggested Activity 3
Film, "Haiku,"

ACI

1974

18 minutes

Film, "Wonders in a Country Stream,"
11 minutes

Churchill 1950

Film, "Wonders in Your Own Backyard," Churchill 1948
10 minutes
Suggested Activity 4
Invite students to try writing a haiku poem. Suggest
students choose a subject in which they feel strongly. Student
may be motivated if this is incorporated with an art lesson. Groups
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of students or individuals will compose a haiku poem. Remind
students of the rules of haiku writing.
After poems are written.
discuss what colors are associated with the various poems. For
example. a poem about fire would use orange. red, and yellow colors.
Poems about water would be associated with blue. green. or
turquoise colors. Each child will need a paint set. white sheet
of paper. and a pan of water. Paint entire sheet of paper with
water. Next brush strips of paint across the top of paper and
continue until entire sheet of paper is covered. Once dry,
use a black marker and make a simple drawing on the watercolor
wash. Attach a copy of the poem to the drawing and display in
the classroom.
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Say the following words and have pupils indicate the number of
syllables that they hear by holding up one or two fingers.
win, dinner, pick, cricket, basket, mask, kitten
Review with pupils the idea that each vowel sound in a word represents one syllable.

Then write the following words on the chalk-

board in columns.
win, dinner

pick, cricket

cap, happen

fast, plaster

hatch, hatchet

wood, wooden

mail, trailer

jack, jacket

card. garden

Have pupils read each pair of words, tell how many syllables are
in each word. and tell how each pair of words are alike (letter
pattern in the first word of each pair is repeated in the first
part of the second word).

As the two syllable word in each pair

is recognized, erase the clue word.

Have pupils read the columns

of two syllable words and discuss how the words in each column
are alike (all have two syllables and the same final sounds).
Say the following words: basket, kitchen, and supper.

Have

pupils indicate in which column you should write the word.

Then

have them reread each column of wards and underline the two letters that represent the final sounds in each word.
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Say each of the following words.

Ask pupils to tap their pencils

on the desk to show how many syllables they hear in each word.
Track, rabbit, weather ,merry, pretty, sled, plastic, lunch,
supper, jelly, check, chicken, finger, danger, dryer, dry, egg,
blocks, freezer.
Prepare the following excerise.

Direct pupils to write on the

line beside each word the number of sounds they hear as they say
each word to themselves.

They are then to write one of the two

syllable words on the line at the end of each sentence to complete it.

Nut _ __

kitten._ __

pocket _ __

---

hit- - -

chatter- - man._ __

hair

jacket_ __

blanket- - -

rubber- - -

gate _ __

feast ____ticket ______

You need a

bee _ __

pencil_ __

to get into the show.

A baby cat is called a
Ted put his paper into his
Use your

to write your name.

It is too cold to sleep without a
Monkeys

came_ __

to each other.
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Ask children to hold up fingers to show the number of syllables
they hear in each of these words: eraser. window, chalk.

Ask

a child to explain how he counted the syllables, lead to a stateof the rule that a word has the same number of syllables as it
has vowel sounds.

Write the words on the board so that child-

ren can see the vowel letters representing each vowel sound.

card

How many vowel sounds do you hear in these words? _____

dime

How many syllables do you hear in these words? _____

goat
mail
corner
carton

How many vowel sounds do you hear in these words?

became

How many syllables do you hear in these words? _____

----

started
finally
museum

How many vowel sounds do you hear in these words?

banana

How many syllables do you hear in these words?

family
Read each of the words below. On line next to each word,
write the number of syllables you hear in that word.
clever

envelope_ __

bought_ _ __

voice

heard. _ _ __

worry_ _ _ __

remember

above_ __

afterwards_
explain._ __

---

---

lollipop_ __

--behind
----

shoes _ __

ready_ _ _ __

again_ _ __

maybe _ __
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Interest Survev
Name
Please check Yes or No to the following questions:
Yes
Do you know what a poem is?
Does a poem have to rhyme?
Do you think poems are fun?
Have you ever made up a poem?
Do you like to hear someone read
a poem to you?
If SOt what poems do you like
to hear?

Do you like to read a poem by
yourself?

No
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Teacher's Perception of the Students'

Reaction to Poetry

Noted the student selected poetry books from library
_______ increased since using this guide

--------no

increase since using this guide

Comments _______________________________________________________________

Noted the student spends free time at poetry center
______ increased since using this guide
____~no increase since using this guide
Comments ___________________________________________________________________

Noted the student illustrates a poem
_____ increased since using this guide
____~no increase since using this guide
Comments

--------------------------------------------------------------

Noted the student writes original poems
______ increased since using this guide
______no increase since using this guide
Comments

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Notes the student shares poetry in some other manner
______increased since using this guide
no increase since using this guide

------

Comments
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Checklist for Teachers
Strongly
Agree
Guide is a useful tool
in the classroom
Guide does not require
outside work for teacher
Guide can lead to
Creative endeavors by
Students
Guide gives students
basic knowledge regarding poetic structure
Guide enriches student's
vocabulary
Guide develops listening
skills
Guide helps students
appreciate humor
Guide shows that feelings
may be expressed in words
Guide incorporates other
subject matter with poetry
Guide has increased teacher's
knowledge about poetry
Teacher plans to implement
guide into future teaching
of poetry

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

4B

Please circle the activitv or activities used in each objective
and then mark which you found the most and least useful.
Objective 1

Activity

1

2

Activity

1

2

Activity

1

2

Most Useful
Objective 4

Activity

Activity

1

2

Activity
Most Useful

3

4

3

4

Least Useful
1

2

Most Useful
Objective 6

4

Least Useful

Most Useful
Objective 5

3

6

Least Useful

Most Useful
Objective 3

4

Least Useful

Most Useful
Ob,iecti ve 2

3

3
Least Useful

1

2

3

4

Least Useful

Teacher's Signature ____________________________Date

')

7
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Analysis of Data
The poetry curriculum implemented in the third grades
at Love Grove Elementary School was evaluated by the teachers
as a useful tool in the teaching of poetry.

The teachers

indicated that the activities in which there were interaction
among the pupils and with the teacher proved more successful
than those using films or textbooks.

The teachers also noted

that although they felt the guide was worthwhile, outside
work was required on their part.

Informal observations made

by the teachers during the time the guide was implemented in
the classrooms showed students chose to read poetry as well as
display creative

effo~ts

by writing original poems.

According

to the student interest survey, the majority of students selected ;,Tother Goose poems as their favorites before the guide was
implemented and those they had been most recently exposed to
after the guide was implemented.

Students who had never made

up a poem prior to the implementing of this guide now indicated
they had.
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Conclusion
The problem undertaken hy this study to aid the classroom teacher in exposing children to poetry through a
curriculum guide with enabling activities which will encourage
children to develop an appreciation and understanding of poetry
relies heavily on the attitude and interest of the teacher.
My findings parallel those of other studies in the
following ways.

Children favored poetry dealing with familiar

experiences and those of a contemporary nature.

Children who

expressed their feelings in the form of poetry were more conscious of themselves and had a greater understanding of the
world.

When asked their favorite poems. children selected those

preferred by the teacher and those most recently heard.

The

small number of cpildren who had been exposed to poetry in the
past appeared to have a greater appreciation of the subject.
The importance of the crucial role the teacher plays in exposing
children to poetry cannot be overstressed.
With mod

ication, this guide could perhaps be more effect-

ive in the teaching of poetry.

The scheduling difficulties of

films in· conjunction with certain objectives would be eliminated
if filmstrips available in the media center could be ordered.
Instead of relying on the textbook, activities involving greater
pupil-teacher as well as pupil-pupil interaction could be developed
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and added to the guide.

sTore activities which would incorporate

other subject matter with poetry would also add a greater
dimension to the poetry guide.

Using the handbook with these

changes, the researcher believes a replication of the study
would produce more positive results.
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